
Vauxhall Retailers Offer A Snowy Solution

Vauxhall Motors

/EINPresswire.com/ With 2013’s first snowflakes on their way, and

forecasts predicting up to three weeks of winter weather, Vauxhall has

the solution to keep your vehicle moving safely through the snow.

Luton – With 2013’s first snowflakes on their way, and forecasts

predicting up to three weeks of winter weather, Vauxhall has the

solution to keep your vehicle moving safely through the snow. 

Autosock Snow Socks are available at Vauxhall Retailers priced from

£49.95 RRP and can be fitted to all makes and models of vehicles, offering a far less bulky and

awkward alternative to snow chains – they simply slip over the driving wheels of your vehicle,

making them easy and convenient to fit for most motorists.    

Vauxhall was one of the first vehicle manufacturers to offer Autosock Snow Socks, which provide

extra grip that could make all the difference in adverse weather conditions Britain is currently

facing.

Vauxhall Motors is a British automotive manufacturing company headquartered in Luton, United

Kingdom and a subsidiary of Adam Opel AG, itself a wholly owned subsidiary of General Motors

(GM). It was founded in 1857 as a pump and marine engine manufacturer, began manufacturing

cars in 1903 and was acquired by GM in 1925. It has been the second-largest selling car brand in

the UK for over two decades.
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